Branch Recovery for Banks
and Credit Unions

ReadyFinancial+
Everything banks and credit unions need to recover quickly.
When customers and members are counting on you to maintain “business as usual,”
you can count on Agility for quick, turnkey recovery.

Audit-Ready, Integrated
Testing Services

Complete, Customizable
Branch Recovery

Proven Success,
Start-to-Finish Reliability

We’ll help you select
from a wide range
of tests to facilitate
annually, based on your
recovery needs and RTO.

While internal attempts
to source temporary
workspaces, connection
services, and technology
can result in serious
delays in recovery,
Agility quickly delilvers
everything needed to
resume operations.

Agility’s 30+ years of
experience provides the
know-how to ensure your
business will continue
through an interruption.

Both remote and onsite testing available
to ensure regulatory
compliance and minimal
downtime in the event of
a disruption.

Choose from a range
of layouts and features
to provide employees
and customers with a
full-service temporary
branch.

Beginning with a
complete needs
assessment, Agility is
your partner in continuity
planning, testing, and
recovery.

Comprehensive
and customizable
recovery options,
end-to-end
managed testing,
and audit-ready
reports
“Agility was always there
when we needed them, and
we tended to need them a lot.
Throughout the chaos of
a major storm response,
Agility was calm, cool,
collected, and professional.”
- SVP, Hancock Whitney Bank

Banks that test with Agility recover 50% faster
*than branches without a
formal testing program.

Agility offers testing remotely, on-location, or at one of our testing centers.
•
•
•
•
•

Audit-Ready Testing
Integrated Testing with Core Processor
Tabletop Exercises
Mobile Branch Testing
Technology-Focused Testing

Not sure what you need?

Let Agility assess your testing and recovery needs.

Temporary Branch Recovery Units,
Full-Service Capability

Branch Recovery Solutions

Custom Layouts
ADA Accessible
Teller Windows,
Check Stands,
Customer Waiting
Areas
Multi-Lane
Drive Thru Capability
Computers, Phones,
Connectivity
Private Offices and
Meeting Rooms
Security Cameras,
Safes

Financial industry expertise to help you recover quickly.
“I know from our experience that they act quickly and
efficiently, and I’d much rather face any future crisis with
Agility on my side.”
— CFO, Northmark Bank
“The bottom line is, without the relationships we had at
the time [with KBA and Agility Recovery],
we wouldn’t have recovered at all.”
— CEO, Commercial Bank

Agility Recovery is proud to be a preferred
business continuity provider

Get started:

866-364-9696
contactus@agilityrecovery.com
www.agilityrecovery.com

